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SMiTS - Sea Media in Two Seas

■ Project summary
The SeaMedia project is a
collaboration of educational
institutions, providing media training
with broadcasters, and cultural
entertainment venues, operating in
the 2 Seas area. It aims to develop
an innovative Internet Television
(IPTV) Service as an outlet for the
dissemination of audio-visual
content, with a focus on the youth
population. Young people will be at
the core of the project and will be
encouraged by professional
broadcasters and academics to
create content for the programming
of the online service. These
programmes will be suitable for
both the internet and traditional
televisions. The creation of this
cross-border media service “by the

young, for the young” will directly contribute to developing attractive audio-visual content for
web-based TV services, aiming at a target audience of 16-30 year olds, ensuring the
development of industry-relevant production and media skills, in a cross-border environment.
This will in order to enhance the career opportunities of the participants and develop an
attractive, bespoke IPTV platform which will host the content created within the project.

■ Activities

What was the project trying to achieve?
I. The SeaMedia aim was to provide an opportunity for the development of professional media
production skills, at the same time developing routes for better cross-border communication
and understanding by young people in the 2 Seas region. The three main objectives were: II. 1.
The development of specialist skills and creating mutual understanding among a target group
(16-30 year olds) who will benefit from such training and 'on the job' work opportunities to
enhance both their life skills and their employability. III. 2. Promotion of regional identity,
heritage and cultural activities to wide section of the 2 Seas population, thus sponsoring social
cohesion and citizenship through the production and self-dissemination of multimedia content.
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3. The establishment of a viable long term technical platform and distribution service which will
make this media content accessible to the regional population over the long term. While
students and young people from UK, France and Belgium frequently worked and studied
together, SeaMedia content covered major entertainment, social and political events, drawing
on the traditions and heritage of the region. SeaMedia programming ranged from studio
discussions, such as that covering the European Parliament Elections of Spring 2014, to youthful
expeditions across the area - such as the SeaMe Cycle initiative, to concert coverage, current
affairs and much, much more. In all, nearly over 1,700 items of audio visual content were
produced and loaded to the SeaMe.tv site. The service was developed to include interactive
elements, such as social media streams which most excitingly developed a life outside the
project. The main internet platform developed by the project was adapted as it went on -
particularly to benefit from changing market conditions in the life of the project - with the result
that it is now economic to maintain and therefore sustainable in the long term.

What were the activities implemented?
Activity one: Content creation. Over 1,700 videos produced among the partners for the
SeaMe.tv site. For example: video reports about WW1 Commemorative activities, tourism on
cycle through the maritime regions of the North Sea area; a TV series on the region's unique
beers; involving young people in the production of coverage of EU political activities / elections
(including Strasbourg and Brussels). Activity two: Skills development through workshops,
exchanges, internships, placements, joint production activities, joint class activities, conference
organisation and participation. For example - a cross-board collaborative conference on Ethics
in Journalism: a collaborative event on career routes into Journalism in the Digital age; a lot of
activity around the 2014 EU elections; a conference on Copyright and Creativity; a conference
on Journalism in Conflict zones; annual 'side-conferences' built into the international "Multi
Mania" event. Events were themed on creating opportunities for young people to connect with
people in Journalism, Production and Broadcasting, gaining an understanding of 'real world'
media. A highlight was the opportunity to accredit students from Belgium and the UK as
professional Journalists working in the EU Parliament in Strabourg. The final project activity was
the most technical: it was to develop and host an on-line Video on Demand web platform to
host the work created by the young people. This was done through engaging professional WEB
developers to design a bespoke web site, hosting the three video channels or streams as
envisaged by the partners. This platform as up and running within the first year of the project.
Under the market conditions of the time, it used bespoke professional video streaming
services. these have no been replaced by free HD services, embedded into the Seame.tv
platform, which allow its long term sustainability to be guaranteed.

■ Results

What were the key results of the project?
Tangible services: SeaMe.tv VOD platform. Over 1,700 videos; thousands of ‘visits’ (including
through its linked FB page) over time. Approx. 1,290 Videos produced for the Music and
Entertainment Channel 200 for Student Life and Work 231 for Issues and Impact. SeaMe.tv live
streaming: 12,000 viewers (LGM figures) Skills Development: At UEA: 400+ Media students
working on video production for SeaMe.tv in media skills workshops; 6 (paid) Seamedia interns;
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6 (volunteer) Seamedia interns placed at Howest; 10 at partner organisation (BBC Voices). At
Howest: Journalism / Media students working on video production for SeaMe.tv in media skills
workshops and training. 6 paid interns, volunteer interns; SeaMeCycle participants (2 years)
Media Boot Camp At LGM: 1 intern over 6 months; 2 on training course at Howest At Focus: 2
interns from UEA, 2 from Howest; 10 other students given production training. At De Kreun:
interns including students from UEA and Howest Student Exchanges: Approx. 120 UEA students
attend field trip and workshops in Belgium and France (Strasbourg EP) Approx 60 Howest
students attending exchanges in UK (each Feb) Major Events / Conferences (collaboratively
organised by all partners: In UK: Journalism and Ethics – at UEA – 80 present; A Foot in the Door
– Journalism Jobs – 80 present; Making Music, Making a Living – at EPIC (‘Sound & Vision’) – 100
Present; European Youth Question Time, linked to Focus WTV in Belgium – 120 present In
Belgium: Howest: SeaMedia at Multimania – three years, average 100 present each year – 300
attendances; Red Head Radio Talk Fest - Kortrijk - attendance not known; Coverage and Conflict
– at Kortrijk Theatre Centre - attendance not known

Did all partners and territories benefit from the results?
The main beneficiaries are three fold: 1 (Target Group) Students and volunteer participants who
benefited from taking part in workshops, training and other activities. It is estimated that this
directly involved 4-500 students over three years, apart from those who simply attended
SeaMedia conferences and 'side-conferences' (eg Sound and Vision / Multimania). 2. (Final
Beneficiaries) The video reports constitute a body of work, available for viewing by the public of
the region and beyond. Many of these reports deal with EU projects, who are therefore also
beneficiaries. Although detailed figures are not available, this benefited tens of thousands of
people who viewed these reports. 3. (Final Beneficiaries) Employers in the region and beyond
have access to early-career media specialists who have enhanced/developed their skills
through contact with SeaMedia. Employers who have benefited from this include the BBC,
Universities, production companies, regional and local broadcasters.

What were the effects / outcomes for the territories involved?
Territories: UK, Belgium and Northern France. Public benefit (apart from the direct benefits to
active participants): issues and entertainment activities within the relevant areas viewed on a
shared cross-border platform, 'blind' to national distinctions. This generated interest and
awareness, which will continue as the platform is further utilised (SeaMe.tv maintained by the
partners and content continues to be uploaded). Many activities also discussed and promoted
through related services - such as the SeaMedia Facebook pages (with many thousands of
posts, all of which appear on the SeaMe.tv platform). The availability of media-aware and
trained young people, able to seek employment in the field within Europe and abroad,
employability enhanced by working on media production alongside professional and
experienced personnel from different countries. All contributes to cohesion policy. Effect in Jobs
(unquantifiable – these are examples): 2 Howest interns to Focus WTV work there as
professional freelances 1 former UEA SeaMedia student employed as producer/trainer at EPIC 2
former SeaMedia students from UEA employed by BBC (radio) 1 former UEA student and
SeaMedia intern now employed by the Video Unit, The Daily Telegraph 1 former UEA SeaMedia
student now Staff Reporter at Caixin News, China 4 former UEA SeaMedia students, paid
internships in London and Beijing at Xinhua China News Agency 1 former UEA exchange student
with Howest, employed as intern, CNN, India 1 former UEA student employed at BBC Children in
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Need and the Prince’s Trust 1 former UEA SeaMedia student employed as News Anchor,
Channel 26, Thailand 2 former UEA Seamedia students regularly working in commercial local
radio, UK 1 former UEA intern employed as an Associate Tutor, UEA 1 former SeaMedia Admin
Assistant Associate Tutor, UEA 1 former SeaMedia intern, now online editor African trade
magazine

■ Distinctiveness

What was the real added-value of doing this cross-border project?
SeaMedia functioned cross-border in a variety of ways. The main "output" of the project,
SeaMe.tv, is a cross-border endeavour, relaying content covering the cross-border region. The
over 1,700 videos on the site, taken together, capture the issues and events of interest and
concern to the target audience. Management of the reports covered was not "top down" -
students and others producing content made their own editorial choices. Equally important,
Activity 2, skills development, allowed students preparing for media careers to work outside
their narrow "comfort zones". Making videos with international colleagues, attending workshops
with students from other countries, all presented wider challenges. They will also able to see
how the media industry works in different countries, how it adapts to differing circumstances.
Cross-border exchanges, internships, conferences and placements gave them a window onto a
wider world which was important in their skills and career development.

Have any synergies been developed with other projects or networks?
SeaMedia partners had extensive contact with other 2 Seas and Interreg projects, including E-
Clic; Villa Cross Media; Bike Friendly Cities; DNA; Tandem; Dymaphy; IC Music; Everything;
GAPS; Grundtvig; Ilaebor; Success; KES.... This often took the form of developing reports and
content for the Seame.tv site (and the other projects' own use) reporting their activities.
SeaMedia also produced video coverage of the 2Seas Rotterdam event with the programme's
own JTS. SeaMedia brought other collaborators into contact with EU project activities - for
example, BBC Voices, based in the UK, supported SeaMedia workshops and conferences - both
in the UK and in Belgium. In the wider sphere, SeaMedia was the inspiration (and worked with)
similar projects elsewhere in the EU, including Shareculture TV (www.shareculture.eu) and its'
associated project, SeeMC.it. Project synergy also allowed the recruitment of international
speakers and the staging of large events, not likely acting locally.

What are the key messages , key lessons learned you would like to share?
We found that collaboration across borders does not come easily. Even within countries,
institutions have different structures, ambitions and proposes. Across borders, those factors are
amplified by different regulatory contexts, practices and traditions. We found that early
attempts to co-ordinate collaborations were not generally successful. However, as we came to
know each and work together over the longer term, many of those issues dropped away. It
became easier to arrange collaborations because we had clearer pictures of each other's
strengths and weaknesses. There were simple, basic organisational factors to address. For
instance, the two academic institutions had different academic calendars (Uk - two semesters;
Belgium - three terms). This meant that different students were doing different things at
different times: academic deadlines, for instance, fell into different parts of the timetable. Many
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UEA students were studying for one year Masters Degrees, while Belgian students were all
taking three year degree courses. This meant competencies, and the ability to work together at
various times of the year, were difficult to pull into line. However, as the experience of the
project grew, it became clearer where common interest was shared, and which would be the
appropriate activities, events and projects on which to collaborate. Similarly, as the project
went on, it became clearer when and how to work with professional partners - such as Focus -
and how to bring in third party expertise of value to the whole project - eg BBC Voices.
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■ Project Information

Title SMiTS - Sea Media in Two Seas
Total project budget € 3 310 711
ERDF € 1 655 355

Priority & objective
Priority 3 d. Promote, enhance and conserve the common heritage
and cultural partnerships, including development of creativity and
design and joint cooperation between the media

Timeframe 2011-07-01 - 2014-09-30
Lead partner University of East Anglia, UK
Project Coordinator Mark WELLS(mark.wells@uea.ac.uk)
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